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About This Game

Navigate the beauty and hazards of the solar system while riding on a wave of light in this innovative action-puzzle game. On
your journey to restore light to a dying galaxy being consumed by a Singularity, you'll travel from Pluto to the Sun and interact
with a wide variety of strange objects, and mind-bending situations that will affect the path of your wave, and the world around

you, in interesting ways.
Simple to play but difficult to master, Waveform combines the pure fun of retro arcade titles with all the modern bells and
whistles of modern gaming. Colorful graphics and a retro soundtrack accompany 100 levels of increasingly fascinating and
wondrous challenges featuring mysterious and fun objects like Wormholes, Particle Accelerators, and the enigmatic Space

Squids of Venus!

Key Features:

Innovative and Unique Gameplay -
You've never played a game like this before! Experience the refreshingly unique wave-manipulation gameplay of
Waveform in a fast-action adventure like no other.

Master the game, not the controls - Featuring extremely simple controls involving dragging the mouse to manipulate
your wave's amplitude and wavelength, gamers of all skill levels can instantly jump in and enjoy Waveform. It's easy get
started, but difficult to master.

Play at your own pace - Will you take a relaxing ride through the solar system or challenge yourself to conquer each
level and unlock bonuses and achievements? Each level is designed with multiple layers of difficulty so you can sit back
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and enjoy the zen-like flow of the wave or get on the edge of your seat for a heart-racing wave run. The choice is yours!

Stellar amount of content - With over 100 levels spread across 11 worlds featuring dozens of unique objects and
discover, there's an incredible amount of content to experience. And after you beat the game you can enjoy New Game
+, featuring re-mastered versions of each level in the theme of the game's bonus levels.

Rockin' Retro Soundtrack - Enjoy a musical masterpiece featuring dynamic audio that adapts with the pace of the
game.

Deep Space Mode - Journey into the far reaches of deep space in 11 different randomly-generated endless scenarios.
Strive for the high score and earn your spot on the Steam Leaderboards!
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This game is excellent if you have little kids who are constantly trying to steal your phone and tablet to play red ball or watch red
ball videos in Russian.. Dear god this is awful.. Omega One is an asteroid's styled shump.
Fans of old school leaderboard type games will enjoy this, but the game play otherwise is incredibly mediocre. The bosses are
bland and samey, there's an over-reliance on power-ups (I've defeated bosses without seeing them by just picking up a bunch of
nukes).

The Good
+ Particle Effects and explosions make you feel incredibly strong.
+ Opponent ships have fun effects that show they are losing health.
+ Split screen multiplayer - Awesome feature, I lament the demise of split screen play. Wish it was expanded to PvE instead of
just PvP.

The Bad
- Tank controls with added strafe (that you will likely not use)
- Opponent ships move as fast if not faster than you, if you're moving in opposite directions they will crash into you. (The game
gives you a fairly generous amount of health to offset this effectively unavoidable damage)
- The game adds an additional green overlay on top of your window. This makes dodging enemies incredibly difficult as your
sight of incoming ships is extremely limited. (Changing the resolution does not help)
- Insane amount of screen shake towards later waves, its nonstop due to the amount of explosions.
- Too much reliance on power-up's. Towards wave 20+ game play becomes jumping from shield power up to shield power up as
without it you will die. The game start's spawning enemies everywhere, power-ups that you pick up will destroy those enemies,
causing more power-ups to drop. Shooting doesn't even become necessary if you can just keep picking up power ups.
- Screenshot's don't really work properly, using Print Screen Lags the game.. It grows on me the more I use it. Shows its age -
but it's a convincing, undulating and tight landscape and a very pleasant clickety-clack run, with nice quiet English countryside
atmosphere. Get is anyway but for sure snap it up when it's on sale!. Pretty cool game. Great game. Simple and deep experience
at the same time!. The Arranged soundtrack is Good, but the Original is so much better, it hurts. Especially everything past Area
16. Happy to have it here though, as I could never get the 360 DLC to go through!
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 Bound in Blood is a very fun game in the series
 If you played the first Call of Juarez or Gunslinger, you should get this game!
Even if you just want a fun, short, Western Game you should get not only this game but every game in the series!

 Playing after the first Call of Juarez, Bound in Blood improves in almost every way to me
The Gameplay feels much better, using the Dual Wield Pistols and the Bow feels satisfying. I also just found myself
enjoying about every mission, which I can't say for the first game cause stealth and climbing parts, but this game is pretty
much all action! The Settings are fun to play through, starting out in a Civil War then going to your more traditional
Western setting.  The Characters are also interesting enough, I like the Brothers. You can mostly choose which Brother of
two you can play each mission, I mostly chose Ray, but I like the option and replayability to play both with different styles of
play. The Story is also interestingly told in the Call of Juarez games. Story didn't seem as good to me but was enough to
follow along. Playing on Medium Difficulty just seemed most natural to me, I wanted to play casually with a little challenge
and I got that enough. I also like being able to buy new weapons at occasional shops, gives a reason to explore levels for
money, and the secrets.

 Overall
I'd recommend Bound in Blood if you are interested in the other Call of Juarez games or if you just simply want a fun
Western Shooter to play. This game isn't perfect, but does a lot right in being simply fun  (7.8\/10) I also gotta recommend
everything on sale!. Even Luckey Palmer would get a chuckle out of this. It's only a dollar. Buy it.. Is like an early acces but
is free and i really like the fighting system, i hope this game will improve with the time.. This is an extremely simple point-
and-click aimed at 3-5 year olds. Not much to say about it, other than that there are achievements and they're easy. The
watercolour-based backgrounds are a rare solution that makes the game stand out. But considering how abstract and messy
some of them are, I wonder if such small kids wouldn't have trouble interpreting them.. Joseph Stalin, Lord of All, has
blessed us with this masterpiece of a game straight out of heaven. Best 54 cents I have ever spent.

It's a Doom style Battle Royale game. It incorporates Russian/Slavic memes into everything, and does not take itself seriously.
Meme games are, by default, bad. But this? This is glorious. Extraordinarily funny. Gopniks screaming at you, vodka
everywhere... It's a shame the servers are dead and you are easily killed by wolves. It has enough potential to have a dedicated
playerbase if the developers work on it a bit more.
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